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Lightbox Jewelry will be more affordable compared to De Beers . Image credit: Lightbox Jewelry

By SARAH JONES

Mined diamonds are facing increasing competition, as two-thirds of millennials who are shopping for an
engagement ring are considering lab-grown stones.

While only 9 percent of consumers knew about lab-grown diamonds in 2010, today more than half of shoppers are
aware of these alternatives. According to a report the International Grown Diamond Association commissioned
from MVI Marketing, about a quarter of millennials are planning to buy lab-grown stones, looking to get more bang
for their buck.
"Based on the research and the actual activity in the retail jewelry channel, we are seeing a strong growth in
consumers being interested in and purchasing lab-grown diamonds," said Marty Hurwitz, CEO of MVI Marketing,
Austin, T X. "Retailers showing both lab-grown and mined diamonds to consumers are able to present a larger labgrown diamond for the same price as a smaller mined diamond.
"T his choice is very compelling," he said. "Retailers are reporting a 60 to 70 percent close rate for lab-grown
diamonds versus mined diamonds."
Growing awareness
Awareness of lab-grown diamonds is highest among millennial consumers. T his age group also shows more
positive feelings towards lab-grown stones, with 84 percent looking favorably on them.
Sixty-three percent of millennials also know someone who already owns a lab-grown diamond, compared to only
28 percent of non-millennials.
Consumers show the most awareness for the brands Diama by Swarovski, Brilliant Earth and Diamond Nexus.
However, respondents were most apt to say they are unaware of any brands, creating an opening since there is no
clear frontrunner in the category.
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"Celebrities are wearing jewelry with lab-grown diamonds and well-known designers are developing new styles
regularly with lab-grown diamonds," Mr. Hurwitz said. "Both of these influencer groups are having a major impact in
driving organic awareness with consumers.
"However there is a lack of macro marketing to consumers as yet," he said. "Organizations like IGDA will be
developing integrated marketing campaigns to bring lab-grown diamonds into a greater level of awareness with
consumers."
Male millennials show more of an interest in purchasing lab-grown diamonds, with 25 percent planning to buy
created rather than mined stones for engagement rings, compared to 19 percent of women.
Lab-grown diamonds often cost less than mined stones of the same carat size, allowing consumers to get more for
the same price. Consumers actually expect lab-grown stones to be 20 to 40 percent less expensive.
In the study, consumers were asked to pick between sets of stones that were identical in size and quality, and 70
percent of participants picked lab-grown stones due to a price difference of 25 percent.
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Sixty-three percent of consumers would choose a 1.9-carat lab-grown stone over a 1.4-carat mined stone if the price
is equivalent.
Consumers also show a tendency to pick lab-grown stones if they can get better cut, clarity or color at the same
price. Bridal shoppers show even more likelihood of picking the created stones for these attributes.
About half of consumers say they were not shown lab-grown stones as an option. A third say they would have bought
created diamonds if they were shown pieces.

Some lab-grown diamond creators have taken retail into their own hands. For instance, Ada Diamonds opened a
showroom in San Francisco to give its diamonds a bricks-and-mortar presence (see story), and Brilliant Earth has
showrooms in a number of U.S. markets.
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Even when buying lab-grown stones, consumers overwhelmingly want them certified. Only 4 percent felt it was less
important to have a lab-grown diamond certified than it is for a mined stone.
Beyond bridal jewelry, about two-thirds of consumers are interested in lab-grown fashion jewelry.
Even though lab-grown diamonds are growing in awareness and popularity, they still make up a small piece of the
global diamond business, weighing in at most 3 percent. Citi has made one of the highest projections for lab-grown
diamonds, which it says could make up 10 percent of the market by 2030.
Diamond developments
British jewelry group De Beers’ introduction into the synthetic diamond market could shift the industry to become
more widespread, but it will also likely impact it in unexpected ways.
De Beers began offering a line of lab-grown diamonds starting in September under the name Lightbox, but its
prices are listed far below competitors'. T he low price point will allow the line to become widespread but positions
synthetic diamonds as far below natural diamonds (see story).
Lightbox has recently aimed to increase awareness through pop-ups that center on engagement and education (see
story).
Aside from price, one of the reasons that consumers choose lab-grown stones is the ability to know their
provenance. But mined diamond companies are pushing into a more open dialogue about diamond origins, aiming
to assuage concerns.
U.S. jeweler T iffany and Co.’s heightened push to be transparent with diamond sourcing exhibits just how important
ethical gem origin is today, and why brands need to let customers know where their jewelry comes from.
T iffany is taking a large step in revealing where its diamonds come from in an effort to be more transparent with its
customers and better serve the ethical-focused consumer of today. T hrough social media and greater product
details in addition to more ethical services rolling out in the future, T iffany is hoping to solidify confidence for
customers when purchasing with its brand (see story).
"Millennials are driving the growth in the lab grown category," Mr. Hurwitz said. "T hey are supporting the ecofriendly aspect of this product, and they are sharing their learnings on social media."
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